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Abstract
Background: Systematic reviews of complex interventions can vary widely in purpose, data availability and heterogeneity, and stake-
holder expectations.
Rationale: This article addresses the uncertainty that systematic reviewers face in selecting methods for reviews of complex interven-
tions. Specifically, it lays out parameters for systematic reviewers to consider when selecting analytic approaches that best answer the ques-
tions at hand and suggests analytic techniques that may be appropriate in different circumstances.
Discussion: Systematic reviews of complex interventions comprising multiple questions may use multiple analytic approaches. Param-
eters to consider when choosing analytic methods for complex interventions include nature and timing of the decision (clinical practice
guideline, policy, or other); purpose of the review; extent of existing evidence; logistic factors such as the timeline, process, and resources
for deciding the scope of the review; and value of information to be obtained from choosing specific systematic review methods. Reviewers
may elect to revise their analytic approach based on new or changing considerations during the course of the review but should guard
against bias through transparency of reporting.  2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
This is the fourth of a seven-part series of papers
providing tools and approaches for conducting reviews
of complex interventions. This paper is intended
to assist systematic review authors in selecting analytic
approaches regarding reviews of complex interventions.
In response to the standards established by the National
Academy of Medicine (formerly the Institute of Medicine)
for trustworthy clinical practice guidelines [1], the National
Guidelines Clearinghouse now requires that clinical prac-
tice guidelines be based on systematic reviews [2]. This
move has accelerated the demand from clinicians and pol-
icymakers for systematic reviews on an array of topics. As
a result, systematic reviews increasingly scrutinize complex
interventions. Researchers are now paying greater attention
to the methods, constraints, and requirements of systematic
reviews of complex interventions [3e13].
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Because complex interventions often allow for adapta-
tion, systematic reviews of a ‘‘class’’ or type of complex
intervention may include a set of studies in which the over-
all intervention either includes slightly different compo-
nents in each instance or is implemented differently in
every study. Without using appropriate methods that
explicitly take into account the multiple components and
their variation, systematic reviewers could easily find
themselves defaulting to a stance that the studies cannot
be combined or even analyzed together. This default can
lead to inappropriate and unnecessary conclusions that
the strength of the body of evidence is insufficient for mak-
ing decisions.
New methods are available currently that allow an inves-
tigator to glean potentially important information about the
role of the components in addition to the overall relative
effectiveness of the complete intervention as well as the
variability in implementation [9]. The underlying require-
ments, assumptions, and outputs of these new methods vary
greatly. Inadequately justified or inappropriate analysis
methods for systematic reviews of complex interventions
[13] can lead to questions about the utility of the systematic
review [14].
This article lays out parameters for systematic reviewers
to consider when selecting analytic approaches that best
answer the questions at hand and suggests analytic tech-
niques that may be appropriate in different circumstances.
We believe this document will be of interest to systematic
reviewers in identifying methodological approaches, com-
missioners or funders of reviewers in understanding what
types of methods might best suit their purposes, and other
stakeholders. It will also provide greater transparency to
the systematic review process.
This article was based on discussions initiated and
supported by the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ). Attendees at the AHRQ’s 2015
meeting on methods for reviews of complex interven-
tions collaborated on this effort, using a group consensus
process.
We first define complex interventions and then briefly
summarize potential methods. The remainder of the pa-
per describes the parameters that influence the choice
of analytic approaches, provides specific examples, and
offers suggestions for improved transparency in
reporting.
2. Characterizing complex interventions
According to the definition of complex interventions as
defined by Guise et al. and presented in the following, all
complex interventions have multiple components and
causal pathways characterized by feedback loops, syn-
ergies, mediators, or moderators [15]. In addition, they
may target multiple participants, groups, or organizational
levels; require multifaceted adoption, uptake, or integration
strategies; or be implemented in a dynamic multidimen-
sional environment.
Definition of complex interventions [15]
All complex interventions have two common characteristics; they have
multiple components (intervention complexity) and complicated/
multiple causal pathways, feedback loops, synergies, and/or
mediators and moderators of effect (pathway complexity). In
addition, they may also do one or more of the following: three
additional characteristics target multiple participants, groups, or
organizational levels (population complexity); require multifaceted
adoption, uptake, or integration strategies (implementation
complexity); or work in a dynamic multidimensional environment
(contextual complexity).
3. Approaches for addressing complex interventions in
systematic reviews
Two independent sets of authors have arrayed approaches
for systematic reviews of complex interventions along a con-
tinuum [5,16]. The Anderson et al.’s paper arrays approaches
along a spectrum of theory, from theory generation (using
configuring methods such as meta-ethnography or thematic
synthesis), to theory exploration, and finally to theory testing
(using inferential statistical methods such as meta-analysis)
[16]. Anderson and colleagues also note that methods such
as Bayesian synthesis, framework synthesis, cross-study syn-
thesis, and realist synthesis can potentially integrate qualita-
tive or quantitative data.
The AHRQ report [5] arrays approaches along a contin-
uum reflecting the complexity of systematic review ques-
tions. The least intricate questions ask whether the overall
bundle of interventions works. This approach is the classic
‘‘efficacy’’ use of the systematic review, for which a tradi-
tional qualitative or quantitative synthesis may be used. This
approach asks whether an intervention works when
compared against usual care or other appropriate control.
Note that this approach differs from what is commonly the
comparative effectiveness question in which multiple multi-
component interventions must be compared with one
another. Comparative effectiveness questions can be
answered using quantitative synthesis methods, including
network meta-analysis; qualitative syntheses may also be
appropriate. A middle set of approaches extends the compar-
ative effectiveness question by asking how it varies by inter-
vention features and disaggregates them according to a
hypothesized set of features. Analytic approaches such as
meta-regression, finite-mixture modeling, realist synthesis,
and qualitative comparative analysis can be used to answer
these questions [9,17]. Advanced meta-analytic approaches
are described in detail by Pigott et al. in this issue [9]. The
most intricate set of questions asks about reasons for the suc-
cess or failure of interventions. These questions also may use
an extended array of methods encompassing qualitative,
quantitative, or mixed methods. Specific approaches include
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qualitative comparative analysis, Bayesian approaches, crit-
ical interpretive synthesis, integrative review, narrative syn-
thesis, realist review, meta-ethnography, meta-
interpretation, meta-summary, meta-study, meta-synthesis,
and mixed studies review [9,17].
4. Parameters that influence the choice of methods for
examining complex interventions in systematic reviews
Both perspectives described previously can be integrated
into a broader rubric (Fig. 1). It considers the following pa-
rameters (discussed in more detail in the following): nature
and timing of the decision (clinical practice guideline, pol-
icy, or other); purpose of the review; extent of existing ev-
idence; logistic factors such as the timeline, process, and
resources for deciding the scope of the review; and value
of information to be obtained from choosing specific sys-
tematic review methods.
4.1. Nature of the decision that the systematic review
will support
Systematic reviews of complex interventions can some-
times present challenges to decisionmakers. The reason is that
the usual ‘‘efficacy-focused’’ research questions framing the
Fig. 1. Parameters for choosing analytic methods for systematic reviews of complex interventions.
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review or the standardmeta-analyticmethods often selected to
synthesize findings may not lead to information that decision
makers need or can use. In some instances, decision makers
may be looking for the range of potential interventions and
intervention components that are effective so that they can
design scalable policies to address a specific problem. Such
problem-focused reviews may include a range of interven-
tions; some may be considered simple, whereas others may
be considered complex. Alternatively, decision makers may
be looking for evidence for the use of a specific intervention
with the potential to impact a myriad of outcomes. They
maywant information tomodel the impact of such an interven-
tion within their population, setting, or context. These deci-
sions may require methods that parse the effect of
components or context on interventions or the effect of inter-
ventions within subgroups. Finally, some decisions may
require information other than efficacy estimates, such as a
qualitative understanding of what happens when an interven-
tion is implemented. Box 1 offers three examples of reviews
demonstrating how thenature of the decision influenced the se-
lection of methods.
4.2. Timing of the decision that the systematic review
will support
Decision makers often use systematic reviews as the ba-
sis for clinical or public health practice guidelines; program
development; performance measure specification; or
resource allocations, investments, and coverage decisions.
Balancing the need for timely information to inform deci-
sions with the need for methodologic rigor is a perennial
issue that plagues systematic reviewers.
The timing of the policy decision influences the choice
of analytic methods indirectly through the development of
the research questions that frame the review, the search
strategy, and other scoping decisions (eg, outcomes
included). A short timeline for a clinical practice guideline,
policy decision, or other decision can also influence the
choice of analytic methods directly in two ways.
First, it can serve as a significant constraint on the use of
certain methods. For example, it can constrain the use of
recursive searches (eg,meta-synthesis using grounded formal
theory [21]) or multiple concurrent data sources that require
synthesis and reconciliation (eg, supplementing a meta-
analysis on interventions to improve medication adherence
with a meta-ethnography of the reasons for lack of adherence
among patients). Second, review authors with limited famil-
iarity with some of the more novel methods or methods
requiring specialized software may need to consider whether
sufficient time is available to accommodate the learning
curve associated with the use of a method new to them.
4.3. Purpose of the systematic review
A central issue in framing questions in systematic re-
views is the degree of certainty or causal inference that
Box 1 The nature of the decision influences analytic strategies in systematic reviews of complex interventions:
examples
 Michael et al. conducted a review to support the US Preventive Services Task Force recommendation on primary care
interventions to prevent falls in community-dwelling older adults [18]. In this review, the outcomes of interest were
narrowdfall-related morbidity, mortality, and quality of life yet the interventions evaluated were diverse and could
be broadly categorized as one of five types. The authors pooled the all-cause mortality outcome using random-effects
meta-analysis across all intervention types; the result was a null effect. They also conducted a narrative and quan-
titative synthesis within the five intervention types that were identified across the body of evidence. Within a single
intervention type, the authors further stratified by specific treatment type and in some cases conducted a random-
effects meta-regression to identify study-level covariates explaining heterogeneity in effect size within intervention
types. This approach identified effective interventions and provided the Task Force with the specific interventions
options to call out as part of their recommendation.
 Kay et al. conducted a review of center-based early childhood education programs to promote health equity and
included a range of educational, social, and health outcomes [19]. In this review, authors used eight different
meta-analyses, one for each outcome of interest, to summarize the impact of this type of intervention on children
who attended these programs as compared with children who did not. Each result was stratified by the three main
models for delivering these interventions, but comparative effectiveness among the models was not of interest. This
review also used meta-analysis to estimate the impact on effect size for specific program features; this approach was
limited to the studies that provided information about the relationship between program feature and outcome.
 Glenton et al. used a framework synthesis approach to conduct a qualitative evidence synthesis related to barriers and
facilitators to the implementation of lay health worker programs to improve access to maternal and child health [20].
In this example, the systematic review was not intended to determine whether these interventions were effective, but
rather to synthesize evidence concerning their implementation.
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the reader should attach to the conclusions. Causal infer-
ence in the context of a systematic review refers to the de-
gree to which the review is able to isolate the effect of the
intervention on the target outcomes. Even if systematic re-
views comprise exclusively randomized controlled trials,
they provide observational rather than experimental data
because the studies are not randomly assigned across
different contexts, populations, or conditions. As a result,
quantitative synthesis from these data cannot serve as a test
of causal inference in the way that an experimental study
can. Nonetheless, systematic reviews can provide the build-
ing blocks necessary for causal inference, through
assessments of strength of association, consistency, and
dose-response. Other activities undertaken in a systematic
review such as evaluation of applicability or indirectness
(in judging specificity, biological plausibility, and coher-
ence) and assessment of risk of bias and study limitations
(in judging temporality or study design suitability) allow
further support for causal claims [22].
In a review of a complex intervention, the multiple com-
ponents of the intervention may each act on the target pop-
ulation separately or concurrently. In addition to
understanding whether the complex intervention is effec-
tive as a whole, investigators also seek to understand the
interaction of the components and the role that each plays
in achieving a desired effect. Multiple pathways can result
in the same outcome [23].
Thus, reviews of complex interventions require closer
attention to necessary and sufficient causes for change than
systematic reviews of simple interventions. In the sufficient
cause model of causality [24], a sufficient cause guarantees
the outcome under study [25], but the outcome can occur in
the absence of a specific sufficient cause. This sufficient
cause may include one or more of a constellation of com-
ponents. A necessary cause is one without which the
outcome cannot occur, but it may not be sufficient to cause
the outcome to occur. One question that a systematic review
of a complex intervention may ask is whether, in fact, all
the components are necessary or whether a subset of inter-
vention components drives the observed effects. To assess
the role of component causes requires a referent condition
that is a clearly specified alternative. Even when the inter-
vention itself is well characterized, the referent condition
can be poorly specified or vary widely across studies.
Without this basis for assessing causality (having a clearly
specified referent condition), only association or descrip-
tion is possible.
Thus, systematic reviewers need to understand the de-
gree to which causality needs to be assessed to select the
best method for reviewing complex interventions. However,
systematic reviews may indeed have multiple purposes:
they can answer the question of whether a complex inter-
vention is effective in its entirety but also questions about
whether an approach works in specific contexts and in
certain subgroups of individuals. Thus, systematic reviews
may be used to support causal claims for an intervention’s
overall impact. They may be used additionally to infer the
contexts in which interventions may be best applied,
whether specific components of the intervention are more
or less effective than others, and whether effectiveness is
driven by subsets of components (Box 2).
If a mechanism of action has been established, reviewers
can apply several analytic approaches. When the mecha-
nism of action is clearly understood, systematic reviewers
can use approaches such as standard meta-analysis, meta-
regression, or network meta-analysis. Eligible study de-
signs may extend beyond trials to include observational
studies. As noted earlier, these approaches do not provide
confirmation or refutation of causal claims, but they can
be used to identify the strength of association, consistency,
and doseeresponse of an intervention on an outcome.
When reviewers hypothesize that multiple mechanisms
of action influence an outcome, they can use theory-
exploring approaches such as finite-mixture modeling, inte-
grative meta-synthesis [28], realist synthesis, or qualitative
comparative analysis. The results of these analyses can help
reviewers to explore issues of causal inference such as
specificity (does changing a specific exposure result in a
change in outcome?) and biological plausibility (is the
observed relationship believable in physiologic terms?).
Additional primary and secondary analyses may be
Box 2 The purpose of the review shapes analytic
strategies in systematic reviews of complex
interventions: an example
Thomas et al. used qualitative comparative anal-
ysis on a subset of studies within a multimethod sys-
tematic review that was designed to evaluate the
effect of community engagement interventions on re-
ductions in health inequalities [26,27]. This review
included a meta-analysis, economic analysis, and
thematic analysis with a purpose of identifying an
effective approach for whom and under what circum-
stances. In addition, a purpose of the review was to
identify theory underpinning community engagement
and explore mechanisms through which this occurs.
The authors used qualitative comparative analysis
to identify the features of community engagement in-
terventions that were present among effective inter-
ventions for promoting breastfeeding among new
mothers and pregnant women. The features selected
for qualitative comparative analysis included three
theories of change (empowerment, involvement in
design, and lay leaders). The authors had identified
as each having an independent and statistically sig-
nificant effect size in post hoc random-effects AN-
OVA analyses within the review. Other literature
also supported these as potentially important features
of community-engaged interventions.
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required to produce information on other issues such as
strength of association, consistency, and dose-response to
build a causal claim.
If no known mechanism of action exists, reviewers may
use theory-generating approaches, such as meta-
ethnography [29,30] or grounded formal theory [28].
4.4. Extent of existing evidence
The choice of analytic methods also depends on whether
existing evidence supports the use of an analytic approach.
As with other parameters, this issue is not unique to com-
plex interventions, but it plays a large role in determining
the choice of methods. Systematic reviews of complex in-
terventions may require data on context, components, and
the implementation process that may not report alongside
outcomes data. Systematic reviews of complex interven-
tions that seek to understand the contributions of specific
components or the conditions for success or failure will
likely need to expand their searches beyond traditional
controlled studies. They may need to include ‘‘sibling’’
publications (ie, multiple publications on the study, or mul-
tiple publications from different studies of same interven-
tion) of process evaluations and qualitative studies. When
such data are not available (as is often the case), investiga-
tors may need to collect such information from review au-
thors or other key informants (Box 3).
If evidence is available or can be collected on compo-
nents, context, and implementation, systematic reviewers
can consider a wide array of methods ranging from qualita-
tive comparative analysis, meta-ethnography, and finite-
mixture modeling. If such evidence is neither available
nor obtainable in a timely fashion, systematic reviewers
will likely to be limited to narrative and quantitative syn-
theses (including meta-analysis or meta-regression) from
traditional designs (eg, experimental, quasi-experimental,
controlled observational studies). In some instances, the
data may be available from these sources for more complex
analysis but may require substantial investment of effort in
data collection, cleaning, and confirmation before they can
be used for analysis.
4.5. Logistic factors: timeline, processes, and resources
for deciding the scope of the review
Although investigators must make decisions about the
timeline, processes, and resources required to conduct a
systematic review for all their reviews, these planning as-
pects must be given more intense consideration for reviews
of complex interventions. The parameters or components of
the intervention of greatest interest should be identified and
specified a priori, if possible. Furthermore, analytic ap-
proaches must align with the research questions of interest.
Sometimes, an array of analytic approaches is required.
Conducting a baseline analysis to establish the effectiveness
of the intervention is often the first step, but it is sometimes
not sufficient to provide results that will be meaningful for
specific decisions or to fully understand the theoretical un-
derpinnings of the intervention. In addition, although the re-
sults of an evidence review may suggest that a meaningful
effect of a complex intervention can be achieved, whether
it will be achieved in practice requires additional analysis.
These questions will require a synthesis of evidence pro-
vided from the field of dissemination and implementation
science, with the possible inclusion of costeeffectiveness
or budget impact literature. When this is the case, additional
analyses must be undertaken (Box 4).
The timeline, processes, and resources required to com-
plete this entire collection of reviews for one complex inter-
vention can be challenging to achieve concurrently, or even
sequentially, for any single systematic review project.
Indeed, sometimes questions may be unknown at the time
of project inception. A synthesis of qualitative evidence
or of evidence to inform decisions about adopting a health
technology may, of necessity, be explored in separate and
subsequent review projects. Thus, the overall review pro-
cess may be iterative or even recursive.
4.6. Value of information
Systematic reviewers should consider the relative value
of information from the analytic approaches they propose
to use. Assessing the relative contribution of components
of a complex intervention to the outcome can increase the
benefits of a review, but these benefits will be associated
with increased costs. A review systematically exploring
components as effect modifiers in meta-regressions or using
qualitative comparative analysis requires considerably
greater investment of time than a conventional quantitative
or narrative synthesis [26]. Information on the nuances of
the implementation of the intervention may not be available
in published papers. If such information is available, the
data abstraction, categorization, and interpretation of the in-
formation pose a burden on the systematic reviewers in
addition to data acquisition.
Box 3 Extent of existing evidence shapes analytic
strategies in systematic reviews of complex
interventions: an example
An AHRQ-sponsored review on strategies to
improve mental health in children through dissemina-
tion, implementation, or quality improvement identi-
fied extremely diverse interventions. This factor
posed significant challenges to synthesis and extrac-
tion of common predictors of benefits and harms
[31]. In an extended analysis, the review authors
reached out to the principal investigators of
included studies to identify critical intervention
components.
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5. Risks arising from the choice of analytic methods
All analytic choices carry risks. The optimal method bal-
ances the benefits of the information obtained from a partic-
ular analytic method with the constraints and risks of the
method. We describe salient risks in the following.
5.1. Risk of false inference because of inappropriate
choice of methods
Selecting a method to ensure valid inference deserves
careful consideration. Selecting the wrong method can pro-
duce false inferences, for instance. This problem can poten-
tially lead to applications of inaccurate, contradictory, or
even erroneous findings to various clinical decisions (eg,
guideline development) and policy decisions.
5.2. Risk of investigator bias in recursive approaches,
or a posteriori methods
Constraints such as heterogeneity of studies or limited
availability of data can alter analyses. Systematic reviews of
complex interventionsmay have to abandonplanned strategies
and select new approachesmidstream.A recursive approach to
selectingmethods can, however, lead to investigator bias. Such
bias may be real, or perceived, and both can impact the accept-
ability of the review results. A well-designed analytic frame-
work can anticipate potential changes in the analysis plan,
offer context for these changes, and provide transparency in
communicating results to stakeholders.
5.3. Risk of inefficiency
Systematic reviews of complex interventions require
careful planning to ensure that all key steps in the review
process are designed to appropriate inputs for analysis
and to minimize having to redo key steps (such as re-
abstraction). The complexity of these interventions,
coupled with variations in reporting, necessitates more up-
front planning of study abstraction forms, training of study
abstractors, and reliability checks in abstraction across the
review team than has been common practice to date. Such
planning helps to ensure consistency in how interventions
are being described and grouped. For systematic review
methods seeking to explore heterogeneity in outcomes
based on intervention components, detailed information
about intervention components needs to be captured during
study abstraction. Of particular importance is distinguish-
ing among the presence, absence, and nonreporting of spe-
cific components.
6. Implications for reporting
The process of choosing to use an analytic approach does
not necessarily lead to mutually exclusive options; nor is it
linear. Systematic reviews of complex interventions
comprising multiple questions may use multiple analytic ap-
proaches.Reviewersmayelect to revise their analytic approach
based on new or changing considerations during the review but
should guard against bias through transparency of reporting.
Using a priori protocols guards against bias in system-
atic reviews; reviewers should use them routinely [33].
However, systematic reviews of complex interventions
may begin with a complex analysis plan and still require
modifications while the review is being conducted, as re-
viewers discover new and unexpected facets of complexity
and encounter limitations of reporting. Such changes
should be documented clearly and published protocols
amended appropriately. Reviewers should describe the
change, the rationale for the change, and the impact of such
change on the overall conclusions of the systematic review.
Specifically, systematic reviewers of complex interven-
tions should routinely report on the following issues.
 Is the review expected to help support a specific deci-
sion? If so, what is the decision?
 How did the choice of analytic methods help to
achieve the objective?
 Were the analysis methods chosen in advance?
 Were the analysis methods altered during the review?
Why were changes made?
 What are the next steps for analysis? What data are
necessary to accomplish these next steps?
Box 4 Logistic factors influence analytic strategies
in systematic reviews of complex
interventions: an example
An AHRQ-funded project on health information ex-
change comprised eight key questions and included
sufficient resources to conduct a broad and deep review
that took 18 months to complete [32]. The key
questions addressed the following aspects of health
information exchange: effectiveness, harms,
intermediate outcomes, use, usability, facilitators and
barriers, and implementation and sustainability.
Included studies drew from data sources as varied as
(1) clinical data from electronic health records to
assess effectiveness outcomes, (2) surveys and audit
logs to assess health information exchange use, and
(3) focus group and key informant interviews to
identify facilitators and barriers to implementation
and use. Investigators were unable to synthesize the
evidence quantitatively to answer each research
question of interest. They did, however, integrate the
evidence across these dimensions to as great an extent
as possible. The investigators looked for consistency
and alignment of studies, and they provided an
overview of the current ‘‘state of the field of health
information exchange’’ to guide future investments.
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7. Conclusion
A wide and increasing array of analytic approaches is
available for analyzing complex interventions in systematic
reviews. Parameters to consider when choosing analytic
methods for complex interventions include nature and
timing of the decision (clinical practice guideline, policy,
or other); purpose of the review; extent of existing evi-
dence; logistic factors like the timeline, process, and re-
sources for deciding the scope of the review; and value of
information to be obtained from choosing specific system-
atic review methods. Reviewers may need to revise their
analytic approach based on new or changing considerations
during the course of the review but should guard against
bias through transparency of reporting.
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